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TECHNICAL RIDER 
Last update: October 10, 2019 

 
 
DJ BOOTH 
3x  Pioneer DJ CDJ 2000 NXS2  
1x Pioneer DJ DJM 900 NXS2 
 
2x  SHURE SM-58 (TWO TIMES WIRELESS MICROPHONE) 
  
2x  Powerful monitors left and right that can be ‘booth’  

controlled via the mixer  
x  All players & mixer should be correctly linked  

and numbered via a LAN hub & be connected with RCA or 
digital cable 

x  DJ booth at a minmum 110 cm 
 
SOUND CAPACITY & STAGE 
The sound installation is able to reach his full capacity (regarding 
legal norms) and the volume during the set of Lester Williams & 
Lennert Wolfs can be in no situation quieter than the act before or 
after.  

The stage and DJ act must be visible for audience at all times and 
there has to be enough space and light present on the stage.  
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VISUALS 
If there's a screen for visuals the logo’s of Lester Williams & Lennert 
Wolfs should be projected to the audience at all time. The logo’s are 
in the perfect formats for every VJ, find them in the presspack. 

In case of any doubt/questions contact: hello@crossover-agency.com  

PROMO 
‘Lester Williams & Lennert Wolfs’ should be mentioned on all 
promo materials as top billing. If using references, only use one or 
more of the following references: Tomorrowland, Hype O Dream, 
Ostend Beach, Fantasia Festival, Carré,.. 

If you’re using pictures, only use the pictures from the presspack. 
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HOSPITALLITY RIDER 

Last update: October 10, 2019 

 

2x  Glasses of Vodka  
1x  Large bottle of still water (1l) 
1x  Large bottle of still sparkling water (1l) 
1x Ice Tea 
1x Redbull 

2x  Clean and washed little towels  

 
PARKING  
The organisation makes sure that at least 1 car parking space is 
prepared close to the venue. If the parking is further away from the 
venue a shuttle service needs to be ready on arrival.  

Make sure to give up a contact person to Crossover-Agency. This way 
the tourmanager can contact the organisation in case that’s needed.  

INTERVIEWS 
Lester Williams & Lennert Wolfs love doing interviews, if there are 
some special acquirements: please let us know.  

ONE LAST THING 
We are thrilled to skyrock and meet you before our show. If there are 
some questions or anything we can do, contact: hello@crossover-
agency.com   


